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MASTERING MONTAGE

SMART MORPH
One of the most important innovations of MONTAGE OS

diverse, complex, and dynamic sounds, which can of course

Version 3.5 is the Smart Morph function for the FM-X Tone

also be fused with Samples to create hybrid sounds..

Generator of the instrument. In fact, it offers interesting
possibilities to achieve new sounds without having to be

However, the complexity of handling eight variably switchable

an explicit expert in FM synthesis. Rather, once you have

and interacting Operators must be learned. Even after years,

internalised the principle, you can rely entirely on your ears.

it produces new sounds that clearly stand out from the

This is an incentive to get back to programming new FM

predominantly subtractive sounds of the competitors. There is

sounds.

no doubt that FM synthesis demands a lot more knowledge
and time from the user than the (virtual) analogue world. It

Many users might appreciate the added tonal value of FM-X

is therefore all the more welcome that Yamaha has thought

in the MONTAGE, but do not always dare to program the

about how these sound options can be experienced in a

corresponding sounds. This may be due to the history of the

meaningful way. One suggestion is the Smart Morph function.

instruments, as they grew out of the MOTIF series, which
was solely Sample-based. The MONTAGE, however, not only
has the quality of a clearly upgraded Sample-based Tone
Generator, but can also be regarded as a comprehensive
synthesiser whose FM-X Tone Generator is capable of equally
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INTELLIGENT INTERPOLATION

that proportionally carry the characteristics of the Sources

The name alone makes it clear that this is not a random

impression by listening to corresponding Performances

function. Rather, the Yamaha developers rely on principles

installed with MONTAGE OS 3.5. You can search for the

of artificial intelligence, with the help of which the

attribute Smart Morph via the Category Search. Call up a

characteristics of several FM-X Performances can be analysed

corresponding sound and press the Performance button

and combined into new sounds. The term “Morphing” is used

repeatedly until you see said coloured Morph Map in the

in many places in a meaning that rather describes the mixing

display. #01

involved and thus produce a new sound. You can get a first

and blending of source signals. But that is not what happens
here. Rather, Morphing transfers the values of each individual
parameter of a Source in the correct scaling to a new target
state. Morphing is therefore an interpolation on multiple
levels. In fact, such functions already existed in the AN1x and

REMINDER

EX5/7 in the form of Morphing two Scenes via the Modulation

A Smart Morph is obtained from the analysis of up to eight

Wheel.

Parts (Parts 9 to 16). All you have to do is trigger the Learning
process by pressing a button. The result is automatically

However, the variant in MONTAGE is much more powerful

stored in Part 1 after the calculation and called up ready to

and correspondingly more computationally intensive. Smart

play.

Morph is able to analyse up to eight FM-X Sources and
subsequently display them in the form of a so-called selforganising map (SOM). On this map, which I will call “Morph
Map” in the following, interpolation points can be selected

#01
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In the Smart Morph view, the touchscreen gives access
to 1,024 sound variations in the form of a coloured Morph
Map with 32 x 32 cells. However, you have no influence on
the analysis itself. New results can be obtained by simply
pressing “Learn” again. For those who do not want to delve
into the depths of FM programming or who are looking for
quick inspiration, Smart Morph offers an ingenious possibility
to playfully, but also purposefully, achieve independent
sounds without having to switch to the programming of the
individual Operators.

THE QUICK WAY TO SUCCESS
Yamaha recommends the use of four or more Morph Sources
for Smart Morph. However, interesting results can also
be achieved with two or three Parts, which is also easier to
understand for beginners.
Let’s start with a simple example, initially “marrying” only two
sounds together. First select Performance Init Normal (FM-X)
using the Category Search and call up an initialised FM
sound with only one Part. If necessary, turn down the Reverb
via the corresponding Assignable Knob 8 in the EQ/EFX line.
Store this Performance under a new name. #02
Now go to the Smart Morph section using the touchscreen.
Here you have to specify the Sources for the Morphing. The
current Part 1 will not play a role later, as it will be overwritten

#02

with the result of the Smart Morph function. It only serves as
an introduction to a neutral Performance.
• Tap Edit on the touchscreen and then tap the + sign
in Part 9
• In the following search field, enter “DX Superbass + DA”
and confirm the selection with Enter. You can play the
selected sound at any time
• Tap on the + sign in Part 10 and call up the “Solid Bass”
Performance in the same way, confirm it again and assign it
to the Part #03

#03
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You have now loaded two Source sounds in the form of FM-X
Performances into the Parts.
In the next step, all you have to do is press the “Learn” button
at the bottom right of the touchscreen. After a short analysis
time, the result appears in the form of a Map in the edit
display. #04
In this Morph Map, the Source sounds are visualised in the
form of white squares and the current Morphing state in the
form of a movable blue cursor. You can see which Source
sounds belong to which Part by the connecting lines. Even

#04

now you can move the blue cursor to other positions as you
like and thus arrive at new sound results. To make the view
clearer, tap on Play and hide the lines. #05
Now move the blue cursor and search for interesting Morph
results. Maybe you will find a new bass sound you like! You
can playfully find new sounds here.
Then switch back to the Edit display and press Learn once
more. You will see that the result is different. So you can both
search for sounds in the Morph Map and simply make new
Maps.
In this simple example, the Morph Map is quite ineffective

#05

in some areas and does not produce useful results. You can
therefore easily increase the variety and complexity of sounds
by using the same pattern in the Edit section to add the
sound “FM Owl Bass” for Part 11 in the Edit section. Then start
the Learn function once more and experiment with the result,
which now takes three Morph Sources into account. #06

#06
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For your information: The colouring of the Morph Map is
actually irrelevant for the sound result. It serves to visualise

BRINGING MOVEMENT INTO SOUNDS

three parameters, which can be selected manually or

Now delete all three Parts 9 to 11 in the Edit display by

automatically from a rich selection in the Analyze area.

tapping them and selecting Delete on the left. Instead, place

Ultimately, this function helps the sound programmer and

the Performances “FM Grand Piano” on Part 9 and “FM Toy

user to design the Morph Map in such a way that the relevant

Piano” on Part 10. Press the Learn button again. #08

sound differences are displayed in a comprehensible way for
better orientation. The automatic system tries to meet these

You will notice that there are better transitions in the Morph

parameters by analysing the sound differences, but it can also

range between these two FM pianos and not just selected

be adjusted at any time afterwards.

“locations” that sound good. We would like to use this feature
for the next sound. First, identify an axis along which there

For example, if two Morphing Sources differ in the Pitch of

are conclusive sound changes.

the first Operator, it makes sense to assign a colour to this
parameter as well. And if the sounds work with different

Then tap Super Knob in the touchscreen and activate the

Filtering, then mark the Cutoff Filter Frequency with a

“Super Knob Link” field in the following display. You will then

corresponding colour. For example, the following picture

see a straight line along which the cursor moves when you

shows the Cutoff Frequency in red tones. #07

turn the Super Knob.

#07

#08
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You can specify the exact position of this axis via the two
coordinate fields Start and End for the corresponding Start
and End Points. However, you cannot control the axis in the
Morph Map via other playing aids or MIDI Controllers. #09
Next, tap on the “Motion Control” field in the touchscreen
on the left. The Super Knob should remain selected in the
second column. In the following screen, switch on the Motion
Sequence for the Super Knob, but switch off the assignment
for all Assignable Knobs. #10
In this example, the Super Knob has been deliberately

#09

released from its higher-level control of the Assignable
Knobs and thus exclusively assigned to control the position in
the Morph Map. Of course, this is not absolutely necessary,
but it is advantageous for this example in terms of better
comprehensibility.
The axis control within the Morph Map via the Super Knob
gives you an exciting possibility to apply complex sound
changes with a single Knob turn, without even having to
touch other parameters.

ANIMATION

#10

In the next step, switch on the physical Motion Sequence
button on the MONTAGE above the Modulation Wheel. As a
result, you will hear an automated modulation of the Super
Knob, which cycles through a Part of the Morph axis defined
above. You can also see this in detail at any time by clicking
on Smart Morph on the left of the touchscreen.
Now switch back to the “Motion Control -> Super Knob” area
and tap the “Edit Super Knob Motion Sequence” button. In
this view, you can specify the parameters of the modulating
Motion Sequence in detail. #11

#11
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The Motion Sequence section alone offers a lot of

It occupies one of 128 memory locations for Smart Morphs

possibilities for interesting sounds. For example, the Easy

that the MONTAGE provides in the User Bank and each

Sounds Library FM-Xplorer impressively demonstrates that

Library. However, only Part 1 can access such Smart Morphs.

with the help of Smart Morph you can also construct sounds

This Part cannot be moved to another position without losing

that you would not necessarily expect from FM synthesis.

this function.

By modulating the Morph position in combination with a
specially tuned Motion Sequence, for example, it is even

As nice as the Smart Morph function is, it also has a

possible to create rhythmic or transformative sound changes

disadvantage: If Part 1 is in this state, classical editing of the

in the sense of a “Wave Sequence”.

numerous FM parameters is hardly useful, because every
movement on the Morph Map leads to complex changes.
Therefore, in the “Smart Morph > Job” section, there is the

PLAYFUL SOUND DIVERSITY
In this state, the newborn Performance offers you three

option to remove the Morphing. If you do this, the sound is
“frozen” at the corresponding position of the blue square. It
can then be programmed conventionally again and used in
any other Part.

rich options that can add sonic flexibility to even a 1-Part
Performance.

If, on the other hand, you have the impression that you want
to make changes to the Morphing Sources or a new Learn
process at a later time, there is no reason why you should

• You can turn the automated sound animation on and
off at any time using the Motion Sequence button on the

not archive a separate copy of the Performance with all the
Parts 9-16 involved. #12

instrument
• You can use the Super Knob to manually create sound
variations by turning the Knob
• And you can call up manual sound changes at any time in
the Performance display with the Morph Map shown

STORE CORRECTLY
Store the Performance in the desired state, i.e. with or without
activated Motion Sequence or in the desired position on the
Morph Map under a new name. My recommendation: When
programming sounds, store new Performances consistently
if you stumble upon good results. You can do the necessary
clean-up work and improvements later in a second run! It

#12

often helps to label such raw sounds with the appropriate
abbreviation.
As soon as you consider a new sound as finished, you can
clean up the Performance in the back Parts. This is done with
the function “Smart Morph > Job > Delete Part 9-16”. The
sound in Part 1 still has full access to the Morph Map.
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A tip from Peter Krischker in this context: By copying found
sounds to other Parts, they lose their Morphing ability, but

CONCLUSION

you can place these duplicates in the stereo Panorama,

This article is intended as an introduction to sound

which makes for an interesting sound width. In principle, this

programming with Smart Morph. It is nice to know that with

method works with all Single Part sounds. But if you use the

the MONTAGE, due to its multi-timbrality with complete

respective Morph state of Part 1 as a copy template, you will

Effects equipment and double 128-fold polyphony, you can

get quick results without any complicated programming.

always draw from the full and actually rarely come up against
limits when combining Sample-based Parts, conventional FM
sounds with Morphing sounds. At the same time, however,
you can also delve deeply into the parameters offered and

GOING DEEPER

their animation.

For me, the strength of the Smart Morph function lies in

It remains for me to wish you a lot of fun searching for sounds

finding new sounds. If you take your time, you can find lots

in your MONTAGE.

of interesting FM sounds while exploring the Morph Map.
In fact, the number of parameters is drastically reduced

Ulf Kaiser

compared to direct sound programming of a sound with
eight Operators, because the sound result is initially only
dependent on said Map position, the selected Sources, and
the current analysis of the Learn process. As an experienced
FM programmer, you have less control with this method, but
you can quickly achieve new results that would otherwise take
a long time to achieve. The simple combination of multiple
Source Parts almost always leads to new sounds, often
several in one Morph Map.
However, such selective “sound hits” are only one possible
partial goal. As the first example in this text shows, not
every Morph Map can be used in practice for smooth sound
transitions. If such sounds are required, then an increasingly
precise tuning of the Source Parts used is necessary.
Conceptually,

switching

functions

such

as

changing

Algorithms or clear parameter differences in movements on
the interpolated Map lead to faster sound changes, which
are not always desired. As an alternative to searching for
harmonising Sources, it can be useful to create slightly
altered duplicates of one’s Performances and then combine
them as Sources for the following morphing.
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ENVELOPE FOLLOWER
It‘s hard to grasp, but it‘s about four years ago now that we
published the first „Music in Motion“ article for the release

DEFINITION

of the Yamaha MONTAGE. In September 2018, the new

A little tip in advance, just in case: There is the “Synthesizer

„mid-range“ was introduced with the MODX and until today,

Parameter Manual” in the download section of the MONTAGE

there is hardly an issue of our Music Production Guide in

/ MODX series. It contains descriptions of all parameters

which at least one article on the instruments has not been

and their functions along with supporting graphics and is

published.

also a helpful source for general questions on these topics.
There, the Envelope Follower is described with the following

At this point, it should be noted once again that practically

sentence:

every article, even before 2018, applies almost without
restriction to the MODX series, taking into account the slight
differences between the two instrument series. Older editions

“Envelope Follower is a function for detecting the envelope of
the input signal waveform and modifying sounds dynamically.”

of the Music Production Guide can be downloaded free of
charge at any time via the Music Production Guide History

In general terms the “Envelope” first describes the course

(see page 31).

of the amplitude of a waveform. I will come back to the
waveform in exactly this context in a moment. For a better

“Motion” in the musical sense is the topic of this article. The

understanding, I would first like to remind you of the function

Envelope Follower has been included in some articles, but we

of the Envelope Follower in the MONTAGE / MODX Motion

haven’t had a special article on it yet. So: Let’s follow its lead!

Synthesis Engine.
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The

Envelope

Follower

belongs

to

the

non-physical

Modulation Sources. In figure #01, I have copied all
Modulation Sources next to each other for a general overview.
In the system, they are arranged one below the other, the list
is switched via the arrow at the end of the list.
Functionally, the Envelope Follower can be used, for example,
like the Modulation Wheel to control a parameter (Controller
Destination). However, since the Envelope Follower is
literally intangible, the above-mentioned waveform comes
into play. The term itself is used in many different contexts,
such as sampling. In this case, however, it really means the

#01

form of the wave of an analogue or digital acoustic signal.
The volume progression - or envelope - of this waveform
then corresponds, according to the example above, to the
movement of the Modulation Wheel.

THE FORM OF THE WAVE
The type of audio signal is actually of secondary importance
in this case. The Envelope has a decisive influence on the
effect of the target parameter changes. In simple terms,
this means that the amplitude curve of the signal “shapes”
the course of the parameter change. If one were to apply a
signal with a standard ADSR Envelope, the result would be a

#02

comparatively unspectacular parameter change. #02
However, such curves are easier to achieve with a simple
Motion Sequence. This quickly makes it clear that rhythmic
signals that change over a longer period of time are more
suitable for the Envelope Follower. Figure #03 shows
the audio waveform representation of a synth pad with
the envelope shown in the screenshot, as well as the
representation of a one-bar percussion groove.
The comparison between pad and percussion is, of course,
an extreme contrast. But it is precisely on this bandwidth that
every audio signal is usable and more or less effective.
#03
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AMPLITUDE SOURCE
Now, where can a corresponding audio signal for “following
the Envelope” be taken from? The overview of Modulation
Sources shown above in figure #01 already contains the
answer to the question. The Envelope Follower actually
appears most frequently in the list with the abbreviation
“EnvFollow” and corresponding additions.
If there is a number behind the abbreviation, it corresponds
to the Part number of a Performance. The output signal of
each Part can be used as a signal for the Envelope Follower.
This means that any possible output signal of a MONTAGE /
MODX Part can be used as a Modulation Source. So there’s
an enormous range of different signals already available, from
drum or percussion grooves to other Arpeggio-controlled
instruments and special User Waveforms. In addition, two
Insert Effects are available for each Part, a significant part
of which can also contribute to the rhythmic movement of a
signal.
At the end of the list after “EnvFollow 16” the entry
“EnvFollowAD” is found. In this case, the input signal of
the A/D Input is used as a Modulation Source - and is thus
open to the world of audio events of all kinds. Last but not
least, the signal of the Master Output of the Performance
(“EnvFollowMst”) can be used.

LET IT MOVE
With the help of the Envelope Follower, both drastic and
more subtle sound changes can be achieved. The following
example is somewhere in the middle. I use a Single Part
Performance from the “MONTAGE Expanded” Promotion
Soundset as a basis. It is the Performance “FM-X 1-Part EP
& Pad”. As the name suggests, I have created a “classic” FM
e-piano and a synth pad within an FM-X Part.
The Performance can be found here on Soundmondo:
https://soundmondo.yamahasynth.com/voices/23650
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Now I want to get the pad moving with an Envelope Follower.
To do this, I add a second Part from the Presets in the “Drum/
Perc” > “Percussion” Category called “Perc Master Kit”. For
this example, an adjustment of Scenes 1-5 is required. From
the Performance Home Screen:
• Scene > „Arp“ = ON > Super Knob = OFF > „Arp Select“ =
Scene Nr.
This setting should be set equally for all Scenes 1-5. #04
I activate the Arpeggio via the [ARP ON/OFF] button and
select Arpeggio no. 4 via [ARP SELECT]. I reduce the Tempo

#04

of the Performance to 70.
Since the percussion groove itself should not be audible,
I select “Off” for the “Part Output”.
• [EDIT] > Part 2 > Common
• Part Settings > General > „Part Output“ = „Off“
The Volume of the pad is controlled by the Super Knob, which
is in the zero position after selecting the Performance. For
working with the Envelope Follower, I recommend maximum
Volume for the pad at first.
In order to assign the Envelope Follower to a Controller

#05

Destination, the following menu page must be called up:
• [EDIT] > Part 1 > Mod / Control > Control Assign #05
Via the “Display Filter” the “EnvFollow 2” (Part 2 affects Part
1) is called up. #06
Tap on the “+” to make a first Controller Assignment, the
system automatically selects the first entry from the list of all
possible Assignments (“InsA Param 1”). #07
Now the question of a suitable target parameter arises.
Only the pad Part of the Performance is to be influenced

#06

by the Envelope Follower. Therefore, it is first necessary to
find out which of the Operators are “responsible” for the
pad. The quickest way to do this is to test the switching of
the Operators. In the display “Edit - Part 1 - Common” shown
above, the buttons “ARP SELECT” at the bottom right of the
MONTAGE can be used to switch the Operators off and on.
Pressing the button mutes them, pressing the button again
re-activates them.

#07
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On the MODX, you must temporarily
jump out of the Common area of
the Performance by activating one
of the Operators in the display. The
corresponding switches “Mute” and
“Solo” then appear at the bottom right
of the display. #08
Operators 1 and 2 are responsible
for the pad and thus form the “target
group” of our Control Assignment. For
further work, Operators 3 to 8 could be

#08

temporarily muted at this point, so that
the effect of the Control Assignment
becomes more audible.
Since the pad has rather little overtone
content, this could - raised by the
Envelope Follower - add the rhythmic
component. The “analogue warmth”
of Operators 1 and 2 was realised by
using the “Spectral Form” “All 1”, with
a relatively low value for “Skirt” of 2. A
jump directly into Operator 1 shows the
settings. #09

#09

There is still plenty of “headroom” up to
the maximum value of 7, which makes
this a suitable target parameter for
achieving the desired effect. Back in
the Common area of the Performance,
the following steps are necessary:
• Select „Destination 8“ > „FM Param“
> „OP Skirt“ > [ENTER]
Using the row of “Operator SW”
switches you can determine on which
Operators the Assignment is to have

#10

an effect. Accordingly, Operators 3 to 8
are to be deactivated. #10
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Playing some keys shows that the Assignment is effective,

If you like, feel free to experiment with other Curve Types

albeit somewhat subtly. There are now several ways to change

and parameters. It is astonishing what different effects can

that.

sometimes result from this alone.

With each new Control Assignment, the following settings are

With these parameter settings in the Control Assignment,

loaded:

however, the end of the editing possibilities is not yet

• Curve Type = Standard

reached.

• Polarity = Uni
• Ratio = 32

As soon as the Envelope Follower has been activated as

• „Param 1“ = 5

a Controller Source, the button “Edit Envelope Follower”
appears at the top of the display. After pressing it, the

Since the rhythmic nature of the control means that

parameters “Gain”, “Attack”, and “Release” open up further

parameter changes are quite fast, the Standard Curve with

possibilities for adjustment. #12

its comparatively flat rise is only suitable to a limited extent.
Changing to the Curve “Treshold” has a more immediate

“Gain” influences the output signal of the Envelope Follower.

effect.

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that the
volume of the input signal also has a corresponding effect.

For me, the parameter change already seems too clear in

The parameters “Attack” and “Release” behave similarly

this context, so I reduce the Ratio to 20. With the two Curve

to Envelopes. Transient and Decay phases are shortened

parameters 1 and 2, the point of attack of the Curve can be

by lowering or lengthened by raising. The effects are so

shifted (“Param 1”) as well as the steepness of the Curve

obviously audible that further explanation is unnecessary.

(“Param 2”). You can experiment a little with this, but I will
return to the initially selected values 5 and 1. #11

#11

#12
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The settings depend on the desired result. For this example,

Back via [PERFORMANCE HOME], I can simply try out the

I would lower the Gain to about -1.5 dB and otherwise leave

Arpeggios of Scenes 1 to 5 via [ARP SELECT]. I deliberately

the standard settings (Attack = 26, Release = 75).

chose this Part 2 because it contains so many different
grooves. Likewise, it becomes clear how differently the

All factors - from the input signal to the parameters of the

grooves affect the unchanged settings of the Envelope

Control Assignment to the parameters of the Envelope

Follower.

Follower - have an influence on the final result and also
influence each other. With a little trial & error, inspiring

I stick to Scene 1 for a final addition. To vary the rhythm a

results can be achieved quickly. Goal-oriented work certainly

little more, a Tempo Cross Delay can be used in the Insert.

requires a sure touch when choosing and setting the

Insert B contains the VCM EQ 501, which I want to replace.

parameters.

Starting from the display “Edit - Part 1 - Common” I select
• Effect > „Ins B“ > Delay > Tempo Cross Delay

LET US TWEAK

I change the Preset in the upper right corner to “Dotted 1/8
Echo” and reduce the “Dry/Wet” value to the minimum (left
stop = D61>W). #13

So far we have worked with one Assignment that works
on two Operators. So there is still “some” room for further

I want to control this parameter with an Assignable Knob. As

Assignments. Hit [EXIT] to return to the Control Assignment.

soon as it is active, the [CONTROL ASSIGN] button lights up

With the “+”, another “Destination 9” is quickly added. With

dimmed. After pressing it, the display appears asking for the

another tap, I select from the list…

“Destination Parameter”. #14

• „FM Param“ > „Pan“ > [ENTER]
In order to assign a Common Assignable Knob directly, it is
It is possible that the “Curve Type” “Treshold” is taken over

necessary to press another button. This differs as follows:

from the last Assignment. I change back to “Standard”

• MONTAGE = [COMMON]

and the “Polarity” to “Bi”. The “Ratio” can be raised to the

• MODX = [PART SELECT | MUTE / SOLO]

maximum value and the pad moves in the same groove in the
Panorama. It could go on like this, but how about a completely
different groove for a change?

#13

#14
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At the same time as this button is pressed, Assignable Knob 2

With the Envelope Follower, I very quickly have a totally

is pressed, which leads directly to the Common Assignment.

different rhythm via the audio source. And as described

In this case, I can reduce the Ratio to 16. #15

above, there are a lot of “screws” for richness of variation,
which I can then tweak again.

In the field “Display Name” at the top I enter “Delay” and go
back via [PERFORMANCE HOME].
As a result, I can play the electric piano solo when the Super
Knob is in the zero position. I can fade it in seamlessly via

GOING ON A HUNT

the Foot Controller FC7. I can control the influence of the

With these “tools”, I hope you will now be able to program

Envelope Follower via the Volume of Part 2. Assignable Knob

the Envelope Follower yourself. As is often the case, I am

2 allows me to add a small Delay. So for a 2-Part Performance

inclined to describe the combination possibilities in this area

(of which only one Part sounds!) there are plenty of variation

as almost endless. Just by the fact that every conceivable

possibilities. I have also uploaded the Performance to

audio signal can be used externally. But not only. The fact

Soundmondo for interested readers:

that an Arpeggio is only used as an “impulse generator” for
the Envelope Follower, but is not audible itself, means that

https://soundmondo.yamahasynth.com/voices/76285

there are no limits to creativity. If you take the Arpeggios out
of their “categorical corset” and perhaps let a bass be driven
by a drum Arpeggio, you get a different result again. In this

ENVELOPE FOLLOWER VS.
MOTION SEQUENCE
An effect like the one in the example above can also be

case, for example, the Arpeggio parameter “Gate Time” also
has an enormous effect on the Envelope Follower. Once again,
there are hardly any limits to creativity here, so I already have
to be careful not to get lost in details. Otherwise this article
will never be finished.

achieved using a Motion Sequence. If I have a very specific
idea of a rhythmic Controller movement, in many cases this

Therefore, I wish you all the best for the time being and

can be achieved better and faster with a Motion Sequence.

remain yours until the next issue.

More complex rhythms, on the other hand, would take more
time with a Motion Sequence. And the result would in any

Hans-Peter Henkel

case not be as quick and flexible to change.

#15
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EASY SOUNDS

“NOSTALGIA”
FOR MONTAGE / MODX
Recently, the new Sound Library „Nostalgia“ by EASY

music of past decades. Pioneers such as Jean-Michel Jarre,

SOUNDS was released. The Library is nostalgic in several

Tangerine Dream, or Pink Floyd, who have particularly

aspects, if one understands nostalgia as „a longing for past

influenced the Multi Part Performances of “Nostalgia”, can be

objects or practices“ (according to German Wikipedia).

mentioned as examples.

First of all, there are the analogue synthesizers of bygone

So much for the nostalgic reference of the new product.

days, whose fascination hardly any of us can resist.

The Library concept of “Nostalgia”, on the other hand, is

Then there are the practices of bygone days, namely

fundamentally new.

programming new sounds intuitively with knobs and sliders
of a straightforward user interface. And finally, the electronic
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The previous EASY SOUNDS products

The samples come from popular classic

The long-lasting hype of analogue

for

analogue synths such as Oberheim

synths - mostly with a vintage concept

Xpander,

and

- underpins this. Simply fiddling around

programmed with a lot of effort on the

- last but not least - from the new

intuitively or purposefully and always

basis of sampled sound material.

Sequential Pro 3, whose basic sound

having all components in view - that

was a focus of the sampling.

was and still is an important feature

MONTAGE

contained

/

MODX

Performances

mainly

that

were

Jupiter-8,

Minimoog,

This is also the case with the new

of analogue synthesizers. The best

product. What is new, however, is that

example is the legendary Minimoog,

the user is given the opportunity to

where the sound programs could not

program analogue synth sounds from
scratch in an impressively simple way.
This is done with only eight Knobs,
namely the Assignable Knobs that

ABOUT THE PHILOSOPHY
OF THE PRODUCT
I

go

into

the

details

be saved and had to be changed at
gigs in no time. Who can still imagine
that today?

have been assigned in a complex

Before

of

These considerations led us to the

way specifically for this purpose. The

“Nostalgia”, I would like to start with

question: How can we make it possible

latter are called “Magic Knobs” in the

some basic thoughts about synth

for MONTAGE / MODX users to create

product. Once you have started a few

sounds in general and the intention of

individual sounds easily and intuitively

experiments with it, you will quickly

this product.

without having to enter the depths of

understand the justification for this

complicated parameter worlds?

term. It really does seem like magic

When I look at current synthesizers

how individual analogue sounds can

- be it hardware synths or software-

Analogue

be created in a flash with the “Magic

based - I often perceive a high level

first choice, as they are usually less

Knobs”, which sound absolutely high-

of complexity. The growing number of

complex than FM sounds or hybrid

quality and authentic due to the

features and the use of interlocking

synths, for example. After all, there

sample material. A total of 56 Template

tone generation systems offer almost

are not several layers of sound to be

Performances offer the possibility of

infinite possibilities for sound design.

created that are independent of each

programming from an initialised basic

However, it is probably reserved for an

other.

sound while retaining full control over

exclusive group of professional sound

are used - for example, for fat and

the sound. There is no complex and

designers or sound enthusiasts with an

wide Unsiono sounds - the sequence

difficult to understand programming

inquiring mind to get the full picture.

of

hidden in the background. You can

Many of the sound programmes are

Envelopes, and LFOs is usually done

start as you would with an analogue

so complex that even professionals

simultaneously for all Oscillators.

synthesiser.

need quite a while to analyse which

synth

Even

sound

if

sounds

were

multiple

modulation

the

Oscillators

with

Filter,

components interlock. For the majority

This is a good basis for implementation

But the “Magic Knobs” concept is only

of users, the only choice is to take the

in MONTAGE / MODX. Here, several

one side of the coin when it comes to

sounds as they are or to modify them

Elements of a Part can be controlled

the innovative features of “Nostalgia”.

within certain limits.

simultaneously

Equally significant is the authenticity
of

the

sample-based

with

the

eight

Assignable Knobs. In addition, a single

analogue

Not surprisingly, this awakens a certain

Knob can access several parameters

Oscillators used. These are single-

longing for the simplicity of earlier

of one or more Elements. This can

cycle Waveforms as well as fat Unison,

analogue synths.

be done by overlapping or split areas

PWM, and Sync Waveforms.

of the Knobs, which are created by
special programming in the Control
Assign.
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But of course, the user does not have to worry about this with

The LIVE MIX Performances (1 - 20) contain up to eight Parts

the “Magic Knobs” concept that was finally developed. All

and eight Scenes and - like all Performances of the Library - a

that has to be done is to use the labelled Assignable Knobs in

specific assignment of the eight Common Assignable Knobs.

PLAY MODE.

Unlike conventional Multi Part Performances, the Scenes
mainly refer to the Volume of the Parts.

Let the “Magic Knobs” enchant you!
Starting from Scene 1, the Sliders and Assignable Knobs
can be used to create an individual, intuitive, and flowing
arrangement in real time.

THE CONTENT AT A GLANCE

Alternatively, the eight Scenes can be selected to recall pre-

Back to the sober facts:

programmed Mixings.

“Nostalgia” contains a total of 304 Performances, 256 Live

The choice of Arpeggio Types for each Part is only partially

Sets, 60 User Waveforms (80 MB Samples), 256 User

included in the Scenes, especially for the Drum Parts.

Arpeggios, and 40 User Auditions.
The Live Mix using the Sliders enables a creative and intuitive
The Performances are divided into different sections. The

arrangement, which is optimally usable for the production and

first 48 Performances are Multi Part Performances, including

performance of electronic music. #01

20 LIVE MIX Performances, 20 KEY SPLIT Performances, and
8 TEMPLATE Performances (with backing Parts).
These are followed by 200 Single Part Performances sorted
by Category.
At the end of the Bank there are another 48 TEMPLATE
Performances - in this case as Single Part Performances
without backing Parts.

LIVE MIX AND KEY SPLIT PERFORMANCES
The concept of LIVE MIX and KEY SPLIT Multi Part
Performances has already been used in the products “Analog
Xperience” and “FM-Xplorer” and is probably already known
to many users. Nevertheless, here is a summary of the
features of this type of complex Performance.
#01
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If you are not so keen on experimenting and would like to

But what is the reason for the special authenticity of the

concentrate more on playing the keyboard, you will quickly

Oscillators in this concept, which makes up the typical

make friends with the conventional KEY SPLIT Performances

analogue sound? When sampling Unison, PMW, or Sync

(21 - 40), which are also complex Multi Part Performances

configurations, the authenticity automatically results because

with up to eight Parts and eight Scenes.

the movement is already included. However, the classic
1-Oscillator Waveforms initially sound quite sterile and lifeless

Here, a chord-controlled accompaniment is played with the

when sampled conventionally. That “analogue feeling” is

left hand. With the right hand, you can play melodies and

hardly present. And if two or more Oscillators in different

leads - similar to keyboard Styles. For arranging, not the

Elements are superimposed and detuned against each other,

Sliders but the preset Scenes are used.

an unpleasant phasing occurs in the Attack phase.

The KEY SPLIT Performances are mainly based on the

The reason for this is that typical features of analogue synths

LIVE MIX Performances, which can be recognised by

such as “Free Running” or “Pitch Drift” are not present. How

the corresponding Performance names. Due to various

can something like this be realised on a digital synthesiser

differences in the arrangement and the Multi Parts, the KEY

like the MONTAGE / MODX?

SPLIT Performances have a high degree of independence
despite their similarity to the LIVE MIX Performances. #02

“Nostalgia” has a few tricks up its sleeve.
There are several Multisamples of the most important

AUTHENTIC OSCILLATORS

Waveforms such as Sawtooth, Square, and Pulse with
different Wave Start Offsets to simulate the “Free Running”
of analogue Oscillators. In addition, slight Wave Start Delays

In the introduction, I already mentioned the authenticity of

of different lengths have been used to avoid the undesirable

the sample-based analogue Oscillators. But what does this

phasing when using multiple Oscillators.

mean in detail?
In order to ensure a wide-ranging flexibility in sound shaping,
no sounds were sampled for “Nostalgia” that already
contained Filter or Envelope processes. The aim was to offer
the sound of individual or superimposed Oscillators without
any influence as a starting point for programming with the
“Magic Knobs”. These are both the classic Waveforms of
individual Oscillators and fat but unfiltered Unison sounds.
PWM and Oscillator Sync programming was added, which
would not be possible in the MONTAGE / MODX without
sampling.

#02
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In a sample editor, for example, three different versions of a

With the help of this sampling technique, the “Free Running”

Sawtooth sample - here of the Waveform “JP8_1OscSaw” - are

of

shown as follows:

Admittedly, it is still static in a certain sense, but compared to

analogue

Oscillators

is

reproduced

in

“Nostagia”.

conventional sampling, it comes much closer to the original.
Version “A” has neither an Offset nor a Start Delay #03
Finally, in the finished User Waveforms of the MONTAGE/
Version “B” contains a Start Delay, which is realised by 1.5 ms

MODX, a slight detuning between the Keybanks was set

silence at the beginning of the Sample. In addition, the phase

(“Keybank Detune”) to reproduce a slight deviation in the fine

of the Waveform is shifted by approx. 25% #04

tuning (“Pitch Drift”) typical of analogue synths. Even with
only one Oscillator, this results in a much more lively sound

Version “C” contains a Start Delay of 2.8 ms. The phase of the

than with absolutely fine-tuned digital Oscillators.

Waveform is shifted by approx. 50% #05

#03

#04

#05
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THE “MAGIC KNOBS” CONCEPT

CONCLUSION

The Assignable Knobs, called “Magic Knobs” in the product,

This is a first description of the new EASY SOUNDS product

are used in “Nostalgia” for a smart-edit, where even without

“Nostalgia”.

previous knowledge, own analogue synth sounds can be
programmed intuitively within seconds. This is possible

In the next issue, I will go into more detail about the “Magic

with the help of pre-programmed Templates with only eight

Knobs” concept. This will also be very interesting for

Knobs. In the process, preset sounds are not merely modified

those users who have not yet installed “Nostalgia” in their

as with earlier products, but, as already mentioned, an “edit

MONTAGE / MODX. As you will see, the “Magic Knobs” can

from scratch” takes place. The starting point is an initialised,

also be used in a completely different context.

unfiltered sound with “raw” Oscillators.
Peter Krischker
A total of 56 Template Performances provide an excellent
basis for programming your own analogue sounds without
having to switch to EDIT Mode. The Templates are related to
the new User Waveforms. A uniform Knob layout is used, with
only Knobs 5 to 8 varying in their assignment. Sound editing
can be done while playing the keyboard or using the “User
Auditions” included in the product. These contain catchy and
inspiring phrases that can be used to concentrate fully on the
operation of the “Magic Knobs”. #06
By the way: The “Magic Knobs” are available in all Parts of
every Performance (except the Drum Parts). The simple sound
programming with the Assignable Knobs is therefore not
limited to the Template Performances.

Further information and demos in the EASY SOUNDS Shop:
www.easysounds.de
EASY SOUNDS Video Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/motifnews/videos

#06
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DTX6 SERIES
HOW TO ADD PADS
TO YOUR DRUM KIT

Up to five more Pads? No problem with the DTX-PRO
Drum Trigger Module! In this workshop I would like
to show you how to expand your DTX6 Drum Kit and
which additional parts you need to do so.
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EXTENSION PAD NUMBER 1
If you look at the back of the Module, at first glance you won’t
find many unused Inputs. A closer look reveals the free Input
with the number 14. #01

#01

You can connect a 3-Zone Pad or a normal Mono Pad to this
Input and then assign sounds to it in the Module.

#02

EXTENSION PAD NUMBER 2
Input number 12 “Kick” features another number, 13. #02 This
means that you can connect another Mono Pad to this Input.
There are two possibilities: Either you use an insert cable #03
or a Y-adapter #04 to lead the two mono cables from the two
connected Pads to a stereo jack plug, or you simply use the
“Pad Input”, which is located directly on the Kick Pad. Both
the KP65 and the KP90 provide this Input. #05

#03

#05

#04

EXTENSION PADS NUMBER 3 TO 5
Knowing that there are two numbers on some channels, you
only need to look at the Tom Inputs. #06 Then you know that
an additional Mono Pad can be connected here as well. For
this we definitely need insert cables #03 or Y-adapters #04,
which can be bought from your local dealer.

#06
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THE NECESSARY ACCESSORIES
Since Yamaha manufactures the hardware itself, all Pads,
Holders, and Clamps can be purchased separately. As you can
see in the pictures, there are several options. There is also a
complete Cymbal Pad Set including Holder and Cable: the
PCY95AT. #07, #08, #09

#07

#08

#09
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TIP FOR THE PADS

MY CONCLUSION

Information on all Pads can of course also be found on

The DTX6 offers so many possibilities. The fact that you can

Yamaha’s website www.yamaha.de But please always keep in

connect five additional Pads is really strong. With this, you

mind that 3-zone Pads only make sense with Input number 14.

can expand your Drum Kit the way you like it.

Otherwise you should use Mono Pads.
There is also a very useful overview of the Pads:

Ralf Mersch

https://download.yamaha.com/files/tcm:39-1206194

ASSIGNING THE SOUNDS
Assigning the sounds is easy as cake, whether you want a
side snare, another cymbal, toms, or simply a cowbell. After
the Pads have been connected, simply press the “INST”
button, hit the Pad you want to assign a sound to, and select
the desired sound from a Sound Category. Do not forget to
store your results. You will find further instructions in the
manual.
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MUSIC PRODUCTION GUIDES –
COMPLETE ARCHIVE ONLINE
On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box “Music Production Guide History”).
In addition, we offer the opportunity to access all previous
issues online. The Music Production Guide Archive is available
from everywhere you’ve got connection to the internet.
A simple click on the issue is all you have to do to open and
download it as a PDF.
The link to the English editions:
www.musicproductionguide.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm
The link to the German editions:
www.musicproductionguide.eu/mpghistory/index.html
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By popular request, the Essential Knowledge Guides from
previous years are now available for free download from our
archives.
Essential Knowledge Guides like these usually appear directly at the
launch of an instrument and are intended to present its features and
provide basic knowledge on how to use the instrument.

CP88/CP73 ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/CP88_CP73_EKG_EN.pdf

MODX ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE

ESSENTIAL
KNOWLEDGE
GUIDE
ARCHIVE

www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MODX_EKG_EN.pdf

MONTAGE ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MONTAGE_EKG_EN.pdf

MX88 ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MX88_EKG_EN.pdf

MX BU/BK ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MX_BU_BK_EKG_EN.pdf

MOXF ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MOXF_EKG_EN.pdf

MOTIF XF ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/MOTIFXF_EKG_EN.pdf

DTX ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
www.musicproductionguide.eu/EKG/DTX_EKG_EN.pdf
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FREE
SOUNDS FOR
MONTAGE & MODX
BÖSENDORFER PIANO
Crafted in Vienna using exclusive Bösendorfer wood-working techniques, the Imperial 290
features the “Viennese Sound” – a characteristically warm tone perfect for playing Brahms,
Beethoven, Oscar Peterson, and more!
• 16 Performances, 1 Live Set
• 400 MB Samples
MONTAGE users can obtain this Sound Library free of charge from this website:
https://www.yamahamusicsoft.com/catalog/product/view/id/138437

CHICK’S MARK V
The Chick Corea Mark V for MONTAGE contains a meticulously sampled recreation of Chick
Corea’s customized Mark V electric piano. Utilizing the powerful Motion Control Synthesis
Engine in MONTAGE, these new Performances take on a new life and offer new creative
possibilities.
• 16 Performances, 1 Live Set
• Great use of Motion Control Synthesis and Super Knob control
MONTAGE users can obtain this Sound Library free of charge from this website:
https://www.yamahamusicsoft.com/synth/chicks-mark-v-montage

MONTAGE EXPANDED
“MONTAGE Expanded” was produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY
SOUNDS and Cool Webinars. It contains a high-quality compilation of Performances in
different categories – from FM-X to fat Analog sounds to live keyboardist optimized
Performances, MONTAGE Expanded is an essential Library for every MONTAGE user.
• 256 Performances, 256 Live Sets
MONTAGE users can obtain this Sound Library free of charge from this website:
https://www.yamahamusicsoft.com/synth/montage-expanded
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YAMAHA
GOODIES FOR
MX49/61/88
LIVE INSTRUMENTS
PERFORMANCE KIT
VINTAGE SYNTHS

Yamaha offers free additional, yet high-quality content for MX49/61/88 users.
It was produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.

LIVE INSTRUMENTS

VINTAGE SYNTHS FOR MX V2

“Live Instruments” includes a high-quality collection of

The promotional soundset “Vintage Synths for MX V2” was

sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ,

produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with Cool

mellotron, strings, brass section, and synth. So it’s a selection

Webinars. It contains a high-quality compilation of Voices from

of instruments that all keyboardists in bands require regularly.

the Categories Synth Lead, Synth Bass, Organ, Synth Comp,

• 100 Voices

Synth Strings, Pads, and Special Effects. In addition, some of

• 32 Performances, divided into:

the Performances highly integrate the FM Tone Generator from

SPLIT Performances (Instruments & ARP)

the iOS App “FM Essential”.

LIVE Performances (Split & Layer)

The focus of this soundset is set to Synthesizer Voices. Many

LIVE Performances (Single)

Voices include the FM Waveforms that are contained in the ROM

LIVE HYBRID Performances

of the MX V2. Virtually all Voices have been programmed with
only sparingly applied Effects or special Effects to underline

PERFORMANCE KIT

the vintage character. Those who want to go the full monty can

The “Performance Kit” consists of the following components:

most Voices and Performances.

• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB (drum
loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, and
atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios

deactivate the Effects completely with the turn of a Knob in
The promotional soundset contains:
• 110 Voices
• 40 Performances, which contain:
32 FM Essential HYBRID Performances (Split & Layer)
8 SPLIT Performances (Split/Layer & ARP)

To get these free goodies simply write an e-mail with the keyword “MX Goodies” to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
After successful registration you will get an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the activation of the content.
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MOX “SOUND & GROOVE KIT”
The free MOX “Sound & Groove Kit” is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an “Electronic & Dance” Sound Library featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the
EASY SOUNDS Sound Libraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects, and atmospheres for Cubase AI and
other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword “MOX” to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS SOUNDSETS FOR MOX
The popular MOTIF Sound Library from EASY SOUNDS is also available in MOX format.
The following products are available:
• Yamaha MOX “Live Instruments”

• Yamaha MOX “Stage & Studio”

• Yamaha MOX “Nature of Chill”

• Yamaha MOX “Phat Analog”

• Yamaha MOX “Dance Pro”

• Yamaha MOX “Organ Session”

• Yamaha MOX “Phat Analog II”

• Yamaha MOX “Hypnotic Stepz”

• Yamaha MOX “Xtasyn”

• Yamaha MOX “Chill Xperience”

• Yamaha MOX “Synth Xtreme”

• Yamaha MOX “Mystic Spheres”

• Yamaha MOX “Magical Pads”

• Yamaha MOX “Dance Xpanded”

Visit the EASY SOUNDS online shop:
www.easysounds.de
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YAMAHA CP1
ARTIST PERFORMANCES
A free soundset in excellent quality is
abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were
programmed

by

renowned

sound

designers Johannes Waehneldt and
Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by
sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword “CP1 Artist”.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY
SOUNDS containing a link where the file
can be downloaded.
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MOTIF XF
FLASH MEMORY CONTENT
Yamaha is working with third party software vendors

The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic. Some

to offer an extensive amount of free and optional Flash

feature delicate impressions of “disturbances” that are typical

Memory content for registered MOTIF XF users.

for strings, such as the sound of slightly hitting the instrument

The flash memory content package “Inspiration In A Flash” make

body with the bow. All recordings were digitally processed on

a perfect first stock for a Sample Library of up to 2 GB for the

PCs, collaborating with well-known sound designers.

non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF XF. This content

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice bank also contains

package contains three new User Voice Banks, 353 User

sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acoustic

Waveforms, 458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits. It

Piano, and Electric Piano.

focusses on the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds,

To be able to load the complete All-file a Flash Expansion

pads, synths, oriental instruments and drums.

Memory Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices

These Voice Banks can be individually loaded into the volatile

can also be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the MOTIF XF

SDRAM of the MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is installed.

(volatile sample memory).

The “Symphonic Orchestra Library” features 128 User Voices,

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be requested by sending

34 User Waveforms and 336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

an e-mail containing the keywords “MOTIF XF Inspiration &

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr. Peter Jung (Duisburg-

Symphonic” to:

Essen, Germany) is based on recordings that were created over

xfgoodies@easysounds.de

the past five years with the participation of two well-known

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS

Central European symphony orchestras.

with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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SOUNDSET FOR MOTIF XF AND MOXF

VP1
PHYSICAL MODELING

Yamaha offers another free soundset

model, which is made to audible sound

was previously only found in the original

for the MOTIF / MOXF that is dealing

by the model.

were programmed exclusively for the

with

Yamaha

A sound generated with the “Physical

MOTIF and MOXF.

Acoustic

Modeling” synthesis is not a simple

The soundset takes us into the magical

Synthesizers VP1.

snapshot that does not change like

world of “Physical Modeling” synthesis

The VP1 sounds brutal. The sound

with pure sampling. Rather than that,

of the VP1.

impresses by an amazing vitality, coupled

the “Physical Modeling” sound, by

with amazing stereo renderings. There is

varying the parameter values, can

The soundset “VP1 MOTIF” can be

no doubt that even after almost twenty

be dynamically changed using the

requested by writing an e-mail with the

years the VP1 can sonically compete

numerous performance functions of the

subject “VP1” to:

with current workstations. It was and

VP1.

vp1@easysounds.de

is a truly remarkable result of exquisite

The author Prof. Dr. Peter Jung has

After successful registration you will get

engineering.

carefully recorded sounds of the VP1

an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing

The VP1 uses “Physical Modeling”. With

and created a sound set. The VP1

the download link for the activation of

the help of a physical model, e.g. of a

soundset includes 565MB of sample

the content.

stringed instrument, you can get an

data. Everything was recorded in stereo

actual sound by setting the parameter

and organised in 19 Waveforms, which

values. The excitement, e.g. a pick or a

rely on 536 Keybanks. From these

bow brings virtual kinetic energy into the

Waveforms 48 Voices whose character

a

truly

synthesizer:

legendary

the

Virtual
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In special cases some birthdays are celebrated quite

• CS-80 Leads

more than a single day - which is also true for the tenth

• CS-80 Brasses

anniversary of the Yamaha MOTIF. Wojtek Olszak pulls that

• Pads

event back into memory with his 10th Anniversary Pack.

• Strings

This 10th Anniversary Pack uses samples from previously

• Organs

published promotional soundsets, namely:

• Miscellaneous

• Chick’s Mark V
• Peter Jung’s CS-80

The free soundset “10th Anniversary Pack for MOTIF XF by

• CF - CP1

Wojtek Olszak” can be ordered by writing an e-mail with the
subject “10th Anniversary Pack” to:

The 64 Voices of this pack are roughly divided into the following

10th_anni_wo@easysounds.de

categories:

Immediately after registration you will receive an e-mail from

• Acoustic Pianos

EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the activation

• E-Pianos / Clavinets

of the content.
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MOTIF XF / MOXF
PERFORMANCE SOUNDSET
“HYBRID PERFORMER”
The recent Goodies contained almost exclusively User

As you can see above, the first set contains “traditional”

Voices and Samples. For some time now many users,

Performances.

however, expressed to get new content in the field of

The sets 2 and 3 on the other hand contain “Hybrid Live

Performances and Live Mixings. Yamaha Europe now

Performances”, which are very popular among live keyboardists.

corresponds to this wish and provides new sound sets:

Hybrid Live Performances are Mixings at the highest level and

Hybrid Live Performances for MOTIF XF and MOXF.

with the broadest capabilities. They contain not only complex
layer or split programmings, but even allow to switch between

The following Performance Sets are included in the downlad:

sounds without interruption. Many ambitious and professional
keyboardist prefer these special Live Performances over

HYBRID PERFORMER - SET 1

traditional Performances with their four different Parts.

32 Performances

A Hybrid Live Performance is created in the Song or Pattern

Performance mode

Mixing mode. In contrast to the Performance mode, up to 16

Programmed by HaPe Henkel and Peter Krischker

Parts are available here. In a Hybrid Live Performance groups can
be formed with different MIDI Receive Channels (Receive Ch.).

HYBRID PERFORMER - SET 2

Thus, within a single Mixing even more than one Performance

16 Hybrid Live Performances

can be realised. They can be selected by using the TRACK

Song Mixing mode

SELECT buttons without having the previous sound cut off.

Programmed by HaPe Henkel

A common download folder is set up for the three sets of the
Hybrid Performer series.

HYBRID PERFORMER - SET 3
32 Hybrid Live Performances

The sets are available for MOTIF XF and MOXF and can be

Song Mixing mode

requested by writing an e-mail with the subject “Hybrid” to:

These Performances are based on chart titles using the User

hybridperformer@easysounds.de

Sound Library that has been launched some years ago

After registration you will receive an e-mail containing a

Programmed by Jean Moric Behrends

download link from EASY SOUNDS with a clearance for the
content.
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MOTIF XS:
EUROPEAN LOYALTY PROGRAM
AND ORIENTAL SOUNDSET
The “European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but
nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and Sample Library produced by EASY SOUNDS in
collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• “Sweet Voices” and choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of the optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset “Oriental Instruments & Percussion” was produced by turkish
musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
“Oriental Instruments” is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish
music and is based on authentic samples of oriental musical instruments. Nonetheless
these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill
out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.
To register for the loyalty program and the oriental soundset simply write an e-mail
with the keyword “MOTIF XS Goodies” to:
xsgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete, the MOTIF XS user will receive an
e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be
downloaded.
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S90 XS / S70 XS:
SOUNDPACKAGE
A free Soundpackage with additional high-class content is available for
S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music
Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset “Pop & Dance” - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS Library
• Soundset “Vocoder Dreamz” containing 40 VocoderVoices
• A WAVpool containing 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword
“S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage” to:
s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.

MOTIF-RACK XS:
SOUND & INFOPACKAGE
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free “Sound & Infopackage” that’s
produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops
and audiophrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the
keyword “MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage” to:
mrxgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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S90 ES, MOTIF-RACK ES,
MO6/MO8:
SOUND & INFOPACKAGE
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound &
Infopackage that’s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music
Europe.
This includes the soundset “Pop Xpanded” with 192 professional Live and Arpeggio
Voices. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and other useful tips & tricks
are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the
keyword “Pop Xpanded” to:
popxpanded@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.

TENORI-ON:
EUROPEAN VOICE &
SAMPLEBANK
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free Sound Library
“European Voice & Samplebank” to all Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free Sound Library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword
“Tenori-On European” to:
tenorion@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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FREE DRUM KITS
FOR DTX900 &
DTXTREME III
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for download:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB Samples) available. For more information and the
download links visit
http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section and enter the name of your drum kit model.
OCEAN WAY DRUMS DTXPANSION KIT
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha’s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the
Sample Library from Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download
the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php
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FREE DRUM KITS
FOR THE DTX-MULTI 12
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free
download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K,
DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here’s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
https://uk.yamaha.com/en/support/updates/46154_en.html
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DTX-MULTI 12 :
“ORIENTAL
PERCUSSION”
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features
and sounds from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live
drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and
keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User
Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable
musical style with the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM
Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned to
the Pads.
Now the soundset “Oriental Percussion” for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered
users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of
charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music.
It’s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as
Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
“Oriental Percussion” was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert
Topel.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword
“DTX-M12 Oriental” to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where
the file can be downloaded.
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MONTAGE PREMIUM SOUND LIBRARIES
FROM EASY SOUNDS
MONTAGE “ANALOG XPERIENCE”
Analog Xperience covers all important sound categories of analog synthesizers with a big variety of
Performances. The Performances reflect the history of analog synth sounds. Special attention is paid to
popular sounds of the 70s and 80s as well as modern pop / dance / funk / rock sounds.

MONTAGE “FM-XPERIENCE”
This Sound Library provides pure FM-X sound! Even the drum sounds are produced exclusively using the FM-X
Sound Engine. A wide spectrum with a clear tendency for innovative FM sound programming. An outstanding
feature is the “Smart Edit” concept which allows intuitive access directly to the sound of each Performance.

MONTAGE “MELODIC TECHNO”
Based on the music styles “Minimal Techno”, “Melodic Techno”, and related styles this Library provides new
Synthesizer Waveforms as well as new User Arpeggios that have been programmed explicitly tailored to the
included User Waveforms. Multi Part Performances are a perfect base for jamming.

MONTAGE “MAGIC VOX”
“Magic Vox“ is a product with a new sound concept that focuses on vocals in different forms: as Vocal
Arpeggios (optionally with Vocoder), as Formant Pads like FS1R and as Vocal FX Atmospheres based on
Granular Synthesis. In the Multi Part Performances, everything flows together into a complex soundscape.

MONTAGE “EVOLVING SOUNDSCAPES”
Spheric and spectacular Performances based on a new Sample Library. FX, Synth, and Drum Samples,
Pads and Musical Effects with intriguing atmosphere und evolving sonic richness. This Library is perfect for
cinematic and ambient productions.

MONTAGE “NATURE OF CHILL”
Exquisite Performance collection for chill out, lounge, ambient, electronic, and related musical styles of
popular music. In addition to broad, effective, and atmospheric synthesizer sounds the 164 Performances
also include remakes of traditional instrument sounds from the fields of piano, electric piano, and guitar.

MONTAGE “DANCE PRO”
Top-of-the-notch selection of modern, powerful Performances for Dance, Trance, House, Pop, and Electronic.
Up-to-date commercial and progressive, highly assertive Dance sound. Innovative “DJ Mix” and “Electronic
Mix” Performances for intuitive realtime arranging by using the eight Sliders.
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MONTAGE PREMIUM SOUND LIBRARIES
FROM EASY SOUNDS
MONTAGE “PHAT ANALOG”
Synthleads, pads & more! Timeless Performance Library with a Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths), Jupiter-8
pad and arpeggio sounds, and many more analogue synth sounds based on original samples. The ultimate
analogue extension for MONTAGE!

MONTAGE “PHAT ANALOG II”
Timeless Voice and Sample Library featuring an emulation of popular sounds from Oberheim Synthesizers
(OBX, OB8, Matrix12...) and the Jupiter-8. The ultimate analogue extension for MONTAGE!

MONTAGE “PHAT ANALOG III”
Timeless Performance and Sample Library with an emulation of the legendary Juno 60, which, with its MIDIfied successor Juno 106, was one of the most popular polyphonic synthesizers of the 80s and played a major
role in shaping the synthpop sound of that era. All this is revived with “Phat Analog III”!

MONTAGE “LIVE ORGAN”
“Live Organ” emulates the sound of the legendary Hammond B3. In order to realise the highest possible
authenticity and the original Hammond feeling in a way not been seen before, the samples already contain
the slow / fast Leslie and the typical Hammond distortion.

MONTAGE “LIVE INSTRUMENTS”
Performance Library with high-quality sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ,
Mellotron, strings, brass section, synth. Popular selection of instruments that are always required by keyboard
players in bands. In addition, the Library contains drum sounds and Arpeggio Performances.

MONTAGE “ORGAN SESSION”
Wonderful smacky organ sounds with concise key click and controllable percussion. Crunchy Hammond
sound with adjustable distortion, old-school entertainer organs, sacral drawbar registrations, and cool jazz
sounds. Use the Sliders to control the drawbars like on a real Hammond.

MONTAGE “XTASYN”
Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance / trance / house / electronica / pop / chill out. Can be used for
mainstream chart-oriented productions as well as for progressive dance / trance / techno / eletronic tracks.
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OPTIONAL SOUNDSETS FOR
MOTIF / MOXF / MOX, AND S SERIES
EASY SOUNDS “Live Organ”
EASY SOUNDS “Energy”
EASY SOUNDS “Dance Pro”
EASY SOUNDS “Evolving Soundscapes”
EASY SOUNDS “Live Instruments”
EASY SOUNDS “Nature of Chill”
EASY SOUNDS “Xtasyn”
EASY SOUNDS “FM Xpanded”
EASY SOUNDS “Phat Analog”
EASY SOUNDS “Phat Analog II”
EASY SOUNDS “Chill Xperience”
EASY SOUNDS “Drum Performer”
EASY SOUNDS “Stage & Studio”
EASY SOUNDS “Dance Xpanded”
EASY SOUNDS “Synth Xtreme”
EASY SOUNDS “Hypnotic Stepz”
EASY SOUNDS “Magical Pads”
EASY SOUNDS “Mystic Spheres”
EASY SOUNDS “Vocoder Dreamz”
EASY SOUNDS “Organ Session”
DCP Productions “Vintage Keys”
DCP Productions “Pulse”
DCP Productions “Axxe”
DCP Productions “Air”
DCP Productions “Studio Drums”
The above soundsets are available for the following devices:
MOTIF XF, MOXF, MOTIF XS, S90 XS, S70 XS, MOX, MOTIF ES, S90 ES, MO6/MO8,
MOTIF-RACK XS, MOTIF-RACK ES. Some soundsets are not available in all formats.
The most recent soundsets are offered primarily for MOTIF XF, MOXF, and MOTIF XS.
Each soundset contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device, additional content such
as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included.
The soundsets are available from:

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
sales@easysoundsshop.de
www.easysounds.de
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IMPRINT & FURTHER LINKS
IMPORTANT WEBSITES FOR YAMAHA USERS

MUSIC PRODUCTION GUIDE HISTORY

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers including

You can download all English editions already

a comprehensive download section

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the

www.yamahasynth.com

EASY SOUNDS website:
www.musicproductionguide.eu/MPG/NewsGuides_EN.zip

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
europe.yamaha.com

A total summary of all topics ever discussed in the
Music Production Guide can be found here:

American MOTIF support website including message board +

www.musicproductionguide.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

KEYFAX webshop + downloads
www.motifator.com
EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and
USB sticks for Yamaha synths
www.easysounds.de
John Melas - Editors for Yamaha synthesizers and DTX E-Drums
www.jmelas.gr
Cool Webinars - Support for Yamaha synthesizers and more
www.cool-webinars.com

YAMAHA MUSIC PRODUCTION GUIDE
The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments is distributed as a
free PDF since November 2006.
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EASY SOUNDS

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
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The free Music Production Guide contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and around Yamaha synthesizers of
the MONTAGE series, MODX series, MOTIF series, MOX/MOXF series, MX series, reface, S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On,
CP series, YC series, and for the E-Drums of the DTX and EAD series plus articles about recording, software, and Computer Music
Instruments.
You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by registering to the newsletter at
https://easysoundsshop.de/en/Newsletter
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